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(inverted) I/O clock generated from the other BUFIO2. These two clocks are doubled in the 
input SerDes to give a 622 MHz sampling clock for the 622 Mb/s data.

The BUFIO2s need to be located in the same half edge as the clock input, and when using 
input delays, it is not possible to simultaneously use the alternate BUFIO2s in the other half 
edge. Reception of data buses when using input delays is therefore limited to the half edge 
where the clock input is located.

The mechanism for centering and capturing data reliably is based on the IODELAY2 primitive, 
used in input delay mode only. This mechanism is discussed in the Delaying Input Data and 
Clocks section. The block diagram of the receiver is shown in Figure 6.

SDR Data Reception Using BUFIO2

The topology for SDR data reception using BUFIO2 uses the incoming clock directly to capture 
data. The clock signal is fed through a delay block (set to 0) to a BUFIO2. The BUFIO2 uses this 
input clock to generate the appropriate divided clock and SerDes strobe for the input SerDes 
primitives. For example, if the receiver clock is 525 MHz (525 Mb/s data) and the design 
requires an 8:1 SerDes reduction, then the BUFIO2 with its divide parameter set to eight 
divides the input clock by 8 to 65.625 MHz. The resultant I/O clock is routed to the input SerDes 
primitives for data capture. The limiting factor in this case is the maximum clock frequency 
allowed through the clock input pin.

The BUFIO2 needs to be located in the same half edge as the clock input. When using input 
delays, it is not possible to simultaneously use the alternate BUFIO2 in the other half edge. 
Reception of data buses is therefore limited to the half edge, the location of the clock input 
when using input delays.

The mechanism for centering and capturing data reliably is based on the IODELAY2 primitive, 
used in input delay mode only. This mechanism is described in the Delaying Input Data and 
Clocks section. The block diagram of the receiver is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6: DDR Data Reception Using Two BUFIO2s
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